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In-Context: “I am a fan of religious music” . “I am a fan of religious music”|end=. Zaratuste: “I am a
fan of religious music” - in-context . Henry Kingi, a movie lover from Auckland, New Zealand, knew
of the offer. He intended to do it for a second time to celebrate his 45th birthday. The process was
once more interesting than he hoped and Henry Kingi is glad that he did it. end .. this link, you can
find out more about Henry Kingi on his Facebook or LinkedIn page: . “I am a fan of religious music”
Disclaimer: . This report is written by the author of this website. The purposes of this report are to
analyze the likelihood that the YouTube video, “I am a fan of religious music”, has been posted by
the creator Henry Kingi (in short: this report) and also to propose if and why this creator is either an
old or a new one. In order to perform this analysis, different aspects of Henry Kingi have been taken
into consideration. Based on this analysis, in addition to the conclusion: “yes, I think this YouTube
video is posted by the creator Henry Kingi”, a recommendation has been made: “at least, I think this
YouTube video is posted by the creator of the Wikipedia article “List of religious organizations” (in
short: the Wikipedia article)”. Content . Source of the video . What the video says . Source of
information about the video . who has posted the video . when was posted . what is the video about .
Why was the video posted . Where is the video posted . original publication . and other aspects ..
13:41 I am a fan of religious music According to YouTube, “I am a fan of religious music” has been
uploaded on 8 November 2011. The duration of the video is 4:41 minutes. The video is in the mp4-
format, H.264, for the highest quality for video
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